UNITECH

Fluid Sealing Specialty Products

SCENIC PRECISE: Midwest master distributor. Patented heavy duty cartridge
mechanical seals. Single, double, mixer and custom engineered seals. Heavy duty
flushless slurry seals.
SMART SEAL: Full line of welded bellows seals: component, ANSI, high and low
temperature rotating and staionary meeting stringent API specifications.
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BURGMANN: Boiler feed and high pressure power plant seals
FLEX-A-SEAL: Patented true 2-piece cartridge SPLIT SEALS
R

MECHANICAL SEAL REPAIR: We repair all types and sizes of mechanical seals. Complete
in-house grinding, lapping, and engineering. Master distributor for tungsten carbide,
silicon carbide and ceramic faces for all types of seals; both standard and custom
engineered.
FRENZELIT & KLINGER: Innovative gasket and insulation materials including engineered
graphite with Kevlar, high pressure gaskets for static and dynamic applications. Gaskets
available constructed from expanded graphite for EXTREME DUTY.
GRIFFCO: Complete line of back-pressure valves, pressure relief valves, and calibration
columns in a wide variety of materials and sizes to enhance the accuracy and performance
of all types of chemical feed systems.
EKK EAGLE: Zero leakage valves, including steam valves. Five year zero leakage guarantee.
CLA-VAL: The valve of choice for system applications requiring remote control pressure
regulation, solenoid operation, rate of flow control or check valve operation.
SINGLE SPRING SEALS: We offer complete replacements for Pac seals, Crane/Sealol, US
Seal Type 1, Type 2, Type 21, Type 6, and Type 6A. Many sizes and face/seat and elastomer
combinations IN STOCK, including but not limited to: carbon, tungsten carbide, silicon
carbide, ceramic, buna, epdm, Teflon, Kalrez, Viton...
PARKER PROTECH BEARING ISOLATORS: Non-metallic, non-contacting bearing
protection for pumps, fans, blowers, pillow block bearings and gearboxes.
JOINT SEALANT GASKET TAPE: Pure expanded PTFE gasket tape.
FDA compliant.
PALMETTO PACKING: Full range of rotating equipment packing.
A leader in technology improvements in packing delivering unmatchable
service in high temperature, high pressure, and slurry environments.
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SEAL-RYT: Proprietary sealing bearing
ALOMA SHIMS: High quality, precision pre-cut and custom shims.

http://www.unitech-seals.com/literature/B267153802.pdf

